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The   antagonism   we   thus   witness   between   Religion   and   Science   is   the   continuation   of   a   struggle   that   commenced   
when   Christianity   began   to   attain   political   power.   A   divine   revelation   must   necessarily   be   intolerant   of   contradiction;   it   
must   repudiate   all   improvement   in   itself,   and   view   with   disdain   that   arising   from   the   progressive   intellectual   
development   of   man…   The   history   of   Science   is   not   a   mere   record   of   isolated   discoveries;   it   is   a   narrative   of   the   
conflict   of   two   contending   powers,   the   expansive   force   of   the   human   intellect   on   one   side,   and   the   compression   
arising   from   traditionary   faith   and   human   interests   on   the   other.   
  

-   John   William   Draper,    History   of   the   Conflict   between   Religion   and   Science    (1874)   
  

If   the   medieval   church   had   intended   to   discourage   or   suppress   science,   it   certainly   made   a   colossal   mistake   in   
tolerating—to   say   nothing   of   supporting—the   university…   Between   1150   and   1500,   more   literate   Europeans   had   had   
access   to   scientific   materials   than   any   of   their   predecessors   in   earlier   cultures,   thanks   largely   to   the   emergence,   rapid   
growth,   and   naturalistic   arts   curricula   of   the   medieval   universities.   If   the   medieval   church   had   intended   to   suppress   
the   inquiry   into   nature,   it   must   have   been   completely   powerless,   for   it   utterly   failed   to   reach   its   goal.   
  

-   Michael   H.   Shank,   “That   the   Medieval   Christian   Church   Suppressed   the   Growth   of   Science”   
in    Galileo   Goes   to   Jail   and   Other   Myths   about   Science   and   Religion   

  

War!   
  

Think   back   to   your   school   days.   When   did   you   ever   hear   about   the   Church   or   Christianity   in   your   
science   class?   Was   Christianity   cast   in   
a   positive   or   negative   light?   
  

What   are   some   things   you   heard   about   
Christianity   and   science?   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Consider   the   following   chart   found   on   the   internet:   
  

  
  

  
  

Conflict   thesis :     
  

The   historical   view   that   there   is   an   inherent   conflict   between   science   and   religion   which   
leads   to   inevitable   hostility.   

  
Two   American   men   were   particularly   influential   in   spreading   this   view   in   the   19th   century.   
  

John   William   Draper   wrote    History   of   the   Conflict   between   Religion   and   Science    (1874),   while   
Andrew   Dickson   White   wrote    A   History   of   the   Warfare   of   Science   with   Theology   in   Christendom   

  
John   William   Draper   

(1811-1882)   

  
Andrew   Dickson   White   

(1832-1918)   



(1896),   purporting   to   demonstrate   some   inherent   intellectual   conflict   between   science   and   
religion.   
  

This   kind   of   view,   however,   is   a   relatively   recent   invention.   
  

  
  

Science?   Religion?   Progress?   
  

These   are   loaded   terms.   

Science   vs   Religion?   
  

● Etymology:    scientia    =   knowledge   
  

● People   typically   think   of    fields    of   science   like   physics,   chemistry,   and   biology.   They   are   
seen   as   the   Holy   Trinity   of   modern   science.   Why?   There   may   be   a   philosophical   
pre-commitment   at   play   here.   Naturalism   is   not   inherently   a   part   of   science.   In   medieval   
universities,   theology   was   considered   “the   Queen   of   the   sciences”   and   philosophy   “her   
handmaiden.”   In   other   words,   “science”   was   a   lot   more   integrated   with   other   disciplines   
of   knowledge   than   one   might   expect   today.   

  
● Science,   more   broadly,   is   a   human   endeavour   of   discovery.   

Progress?   
  

● Progress   is   seen   as   human   success.   Yet,    how    is   this   to   be   measured?    By   what    is   this   to   
be   measured?   

  
● Different   types   of   progress   



  
● How   we   prioritize   these   reveals   our   value.   Throughout   human   history,   not   everyone   

measured   human   success   in   terms   of   scientific   and   technological   progress.   They   often   
had   different   priorities.   

  

Inherent   Conflict?   
  

Science   is   not   a   radically   independent   enterprise.   It   requires   presuppositions   to   get   off   the   
ground.   
  

1   
  

What   might   be   some   examples   of   such   assumptions   about   the   world?   
  
● Nature   is   real.   
● God   made   nature   good.   
● Nature   is   made   by   a   rational   God   and,   as   such,   the   world   is   orderly   and   works   in   a   

predictable   way.   
  

Christianity   provides   these   assumptions.   In   contrast,   consider   Buddhism.   In   Buddhism,   
everything   is    maya    (an   illusion),   including   the   self.   Behind   the   veil   of    maya ,   there   is    sunyata    (the   
Void   or   Nothingness).   The   endgame   for   an   individual   in   Buddhism   (if   there   is   such   a   thing   as   an   
individual)   is    nirvana ,   the   cessation   of   desire   which   leads   to   the   extinction   of   the   illusory   sense   
of   self. 2   
  

1   Nancy   Pearcey   and   Charles   B.   Thaxton,    The   Soul   of   Science:   Christian   Faith   and   Natural   Philosophy ,   Turning   Point   
Christian   Worldview   Series   (Wheaton,   IL:   Crossway   Books,   1994),   21.   
2  For   more,   see   Paul   Williams,    Buddhist   Thought:   A   Complete   Introduction   to   the   Indian   Tradition    2nd   ed.   
(New   York:   Routledge,   2012).   



The   fathers   of   the   modern   scientific   revolution   certainly   didn’t   see   their   faith   to   be   in   opposition   
to   their   scientific   pursuits   (natural   philosophy).   
  

3   
  
  
  
  

There   are   also    other    philosophical   assumptions   that   must   be   in   place.   
  

  
  

   

3  Epitome   of   Copernican   Astronomy.   In   Michael   B.   Foster,   Mystery   and   Philosophy,   61.   Cited   by   Max   Casper   and   
Doris   Hellman,   trans.,   ed.   Kepler   (1954),   381.   



Here   is   an   example   of   the   ethical   foundation   for   the   scientific   enterprise:   
  

   



Resources   for   a   Selection   of   Historical   Misconceptions   

Galileo   Galilei   
  

● Misconception:   The   Roman   Catholic   Church   persecuted   Galileo   by   imprisoning   and   
torturing   him   for   his   heliocentric   views.   

  
● Resource:     

○ Myth   8   in    Galileo   Goes   to   Jail   and   Other   Myths   about   Science   and   Religion   
○ Peter   Harrison   -    Galileo:   Science   vs.   The   Church?    on   YouTube   (4:04)   

Flat   Earth   
  

● Misconception:   People   in   the   medieval   era   believed   that   the   earth   was   flat.   Even   though   
the   Greeks   had   discovered   that   the   earth   was   spherical,   the   medieval   Christians   lost   this   
discovery   because   of   their   destruction   of   ancient   learning.   

  
● Resource:   

○ Myths   1   &   3   in    Galileo   Goes   to   Jail   and   Other   Myths   about   Science   and   Religion   
○ The   Medieval   Flat   Earth    and    The   Loss   of   Ancient   Learning    on   History   for   Atheists   

by   Tim   O’Neill   

Giordano   Bruno   
  

● Misconception:   Bruno   believed   that   the   stars   are   other   suns   which   have   planets   
revolving   around   each   of   them,   potentially   harboring   life.   Bruno   was   burned   at   the   stake   
in   1600   by   the   Roman   Catholic   Church   for   his   rational   thinking   that   went   against   church   
dogma,   making   him   the   first   martyr   for   science.   

  
● Resource:   

○ Myth   7   in    Galileo   Goes   to   Jail   and   Other   Myths   about   Science   and   Religion   

   

https://www.amazon.ca/Galileo-Other-Myths-Science-Religion/dp/0674057414/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VlyEaesAi8
https://www.amazon.ca/Galileo-Other-Myths-Science-Religion/dp/0674057414/
https://historyforatheists.com/2016/06/the-great-myths-1-the-medieval-flat-earth/
https://historyforatheists.com/2020/03/the-great-myths-8-the-loss-of-ancient-learning/
https://www.amazon.ca/Galileo-Other-Myths-Science-Religion/dp/0674057414/


Conclusion   
  

  
  
  

Recommended   Resources   
● AC   Podcast   -   Interview   with   Dr.   Seb   Falk   
● The   Light   Ages:   The   Surprising   Story   of   Medieval   Science    by   Seb   Falk   
● AC   Podcast   -    The   Scopes   Trial:   The   Genesis   of   an   Evolution   Debate   
● Galileo   Goes   to   Jail   and   Other   Myths   about   Science   and   Religion    ed.   by   Ronald   L.   

Numbers   
● Ted   McCormick   -   Steven   Pinker’s   Enlightenment    on   YouTube   
● Science   and   the   Mind   of   the   Maker:   What   the   Conversation   Between   Faith   and   Science   

Reveals   about   God     by   Melissa   Cain   Travis   
● The   Cambridge   History   of   Science   Vol.   2,   Medieval   Science     eds.   David   Lindberg   and   

Michael   Shank   

https://www.amazon.ca/Light-Ages-Surprising-Medieval-Science/dp/0393868400/
https://apologeticscanada.com/2018/07/13/the-scopes-trial-the-genesis-of-an-evolution-debate/
https://www.amazon.ca/Galileo-Other-Myths-Science-Religion/dp/0674057414/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGOcmAL8tX0
https://www.amazon.ca/Science-Mind-Maker-Conversation-Between/dp/0736971289/
https://www.amazon.ca/Science-Mind-Maker-Conversation-Between/dp/0736971289/
https://www.amazon.ca/Cambridge-History-Science-Medieval/dp/1107521645/

